Salani Archive:
Italian Illustrations between 19th and 20th Centuries
http://www.artivisive.sns.it/salani/index.php

CURATOR:
Giorgio Bacci

UNIVERSITY:
Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa

AIM OF THE PROJECT:
cataloguing and digitalizing all the drawings (nearly 30,000, from 1862 to 2012) preserved in the historical archive of Salani publishing house.

RESULTS:
- 3,393 books catalogued and digitalized
- 736 authors catalogued
- 204 illustrators catalogued
- 26,573 original drawings freely available online

18/10/2012 - 06/01/2013: exhibition in Milan, From Pinocchio to Harry Potter.
150 Years of Italian Illustrations from Salani Archive 1862-2012

Contacts: g.bacci@sns.it